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Pilgrims to the Holy Land spend a lot of time looking at old stones. Given that most of the 
places from the stories in the Bible are in ruins, stones are all that’s left in the places where 
so much of Biblical history happened. So, when you come home from a pilgrimage and 
invite friends and family over to look at all your pictures, a lot of what you’re going to 
show them are pictures of old stones.  
 
“Look honey, here are stones from the Temple Mount, and here are stones from 
Golgotha, and here are stones from Saint Peter’s house!”  
 
After not too long, it can be hard to distinguish all these stones from each other in your 
photobook… but there is one stone I have not forgotten, that is still perfectly clear in my 
memory, even though it’s connected to a story most of us spend very little time thinking 
about. This stone sits in the Church of the Visitation in the little village of Ein Kerem, 
which is nestled in the hills between Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Ein Kerem was home to 
Elizabeth and Zechariah, who you may recall were the parents of John the Baptist. They 
were also the ones to whom Mary fled after she learned from the Angel Gabriel that she 
was to be mother to the Savior. So, the Church of the Visitation commemorates the 
moment when Elizabeth joyfully greeted Mary, and the unborn baby John leapt inside her 
womb, and also Mary’s response, when she sang about God turning the world upside 
down, what we now call the Magnificat.  
 
The stone I can’t stop thinking about is down in a small chapel in the basement of that 
church. It sits off to the side, unmarked, behind a gate. I noticed it as my pilgrim group 
was about to leave, so I asked our guide about this seemingly unremarkable bit of rock. 
“Oh, that?” he said, rather offhandedly, “That’s the stone Elizabeth used to hide the 
infant John from Herod’s slaughter of all the babies. Tradition says that’s how Elizabeth 
protected him from being murdered.”  
 
I will admit that, before that moment, I had not thought much about the story of the 
Slaughter of the Innocents. It isn’t taught in Sunday School, and it certainly never makes it 
into any Christmas pageants. So, it just hadn’t really penetrated my spiritual 
imagination…until I stood there, staring at that stone, and the horrible reality of the story 
came crashing down on me: the very real babies killed by a cruel and narcissistic tyrant to 
assuage his fear; the very real pain of all those parents, who were forced to pay this awful 
price; and also the profoundly brave decisions some of those parents must have made to 
save their children…including Elizabeth and Zechariah, who, for John to have survived 
the massacre, must have found a way to hide their infant son, perhaps behind that very 
stone that now sits unmarked in a small basement chapel.  
 
Around the same time Elizabeth was hiding John, Joseph was having a troubling dream. In 
it, an angel of the Lord appeared with a warning. “Get up,” the angel says, “take the child 
and his mother, and flee to Egypt, and remain there until I tell you; for Herod is about to 
search for the child, to destroy him.”  
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In the original Greek in which the New Testament was written, the word “flee” is the 
Greek word pheuge, which is a root of the modern word refugee. Meaning that, as much 
as we might like the Christmas story to end with a star shining brightly over a barn in 
Bethlehem and stately magi kneeling to present their gifts, in truth it ends with the Holy 
Family fleeing as refugees to a foreign land.  
 
This is why I say every year how important it is that we keep Herod in Christmas, because 
Christmas is not a pretty fairy tale. Christmas is about God’s light coming into the very 
real darkness of the world, and the darkness trying it’s damndest to snuff it out. Christmas 
did not happen in some sort of make-believe Bible fantasyland, but in the same sort of 
world we inhabit today: a world in which children are too often the first victims of 
conflicts, and far too many of them are refugees; a world in which fear is the driving force 
behind the worst kinds of human behavior; a world in which inhumane cruelty is too often 
defended by those in power as being politically necessary in order to maintain law and 
order.  
 
Friends, on this final day of the season of Christmas, we must remember that God did not 
wait until the world was safe before being born into it. God did not suspend the rules of 
our world before coming among us. God’s love was so great that God sent his only 
begotten Son into this selfsame world, and that Son was born, innocent and vulnerable, 
just like all of us.  
 
And here’s the even crazier thing… 
 
In the face of evil, instead of sending an army of angels or raining down bolts of lightning, 
God chose to rely on Joseph to protect Jesus. In the face of the darkness of the world, God 
relied upon a carpenter from Nazareth to keep the light shining. All God did was provide 
Joseph with a dream, and then counted on him to do the rest. It was a gamble, to say the 
least, as the whole arc of salvation depended on how Joseph responded to the angel’s 
warning, but God seemed to know that Joseph could be trusted to do whatever it took to 
protect that tiny life entrusted to his care. 
 
Friends, we are living in times with much in common to those when Jesus was born. A 
great many children today live beneath a deadly shadow very much like the one cast over 
Bethlehem. And though none of those children are the Messiah, every single one of them is 
a child of God, and every single one of them lives under the watchful eyes of our heavenly 
Father. Which is why God keeps giving us dreams... 
 
Dreams of a world where no child goes to bed hungry,  and no child dies because they 
can’t afford basic healthcare  
 
Dreams of a world in which your zip code doesn’t determine your life expectancy1 
 
Dreams of a world in which students no longer have to practice active shooter drills  

																																																								
1 https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/interactives/whereyouliveaffectshowlongyoulive.html 
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Dreams of a world in which no parent has to choose between the dangers of the local gang 
that has threatened to kidnap and enslave your child, and the dangers of a 2,000 mile 
walk to a country that will lock them up in a detention center when they arrive. 
 
These ideas are so far from our current reality that they seem like dreams, but they are not 
supposed to stay dreams. God gave Joseph that dream not so that he would simply know 
what was coming, but so he would summon the will and strength to do something about 
it.  
 
And so it is with the dreams God has given all of us.  
 
We have within our power the ability to change the lives of countless beloved children of 
God – to make their lives safer and healthier and more promising.  
 
Starting with the 2,500 children in Dallas ISD who are chronically homeless 
 
And the thousands of children living in neighborhoods in south Dallas whose life 
expectancy is 20 years shorter than those of us who live in this neighborhood 
 
And it includes all the children staying in shelters tonight so they can be safe from an 
abusive parent 
 
And the 31,000 kids in foster care in Texas right now. 
 
And it also includes all the children in migrant detention centers spread around our 
country who have been separated from their families 
 
And all the kids in other countries around the world who live in refugee camps or have 
been forced into militias or trafficked as slaves  
 
God sees each and every one of these places, and God hears the cries of each and every 
mourning parent, and God laments the suffering of each and every child. Which is why 
God is looking for more Elizabeths to roll a few stones in front of kids who can’t protect 
themselves. And why God is hoping for more Josephs to rise up and help kids trying to 
escape violence and cruelty.  
 
So I ask, do you have a dream?…a dream of a world that is safer, healthier, and more 
peaceful for children? Because if you have one of these sorts of dreams, I’m pretty sure it’s 
not meant to help you sleep peacefully at night.  
 
It’s so you’ll wake up and do something about it, so you’ll find a stone to roll, or a path to 
Egypt. It’s so you’ll join in the fight against the Herods of our world, and be a modern day 
Elizabeth or Joseph, because I promise, God is ready to turn a few more dreams into 
reality. 
 


